
Your lessons will never be the same with M2Desk 

M2Desk the ergonomic and multimedia 
      revolution in education

At first no one would notice a difference in a classroom 

equipped with M2Desk tabletops. Until the teacher activates 

the digiboard, and the students transform their table, with only 

the push of two buttons installed at the rear end of the table, into  

a multimedia workspace. They will position their screen at a com-

fortable distance, height, and a proper angle, while the table sur-

face remains fully available. With M2Desk every student will have 

their own computer at their disposal at any time. Thus creating a 

classroom dynamic that characterizes modern education within the 

21st century.

M2Desk & the added value for your school
With the M2Desk didactic value, integration of ICT into the learning process and user priority are of the  

utmost importance. The use of digital learning material will only succeed when IT-management is in line with the  

educational vision. A teacher who is able to use IT in a proper way enhances the quality of education. Positive 

effects will only occur if teachers are adequately equipped. M2Desk is therefore an indispensable tool to fully 

integrate the computer in any type of education.

M2Desk & didactic value
M2Desk offers teachers within primary and secondary education a strong didactic tool. Students will 

have access to their computer in the same way as they have access to their books. The inventive  

construction leaves the table surface fully available to work with both book and computer. Natural-

ness in using book and computer alternately to complement and reinforce each other is born.

M2Desk & the digiboard
Teachers and tutors who use the digiboard will have an overview of activities and progress of 

theirs students at any time. This because M2Desk provides a fully controllable environment. 

On the digiboard they can show or take over all student screens, individual student screens 

or the teacher/tutor’s screen. Thus they can respond, at any time, to the actions of their 

students. Interaction between teacher, tutor and student will always remain an essential 

part of education. 

M2Desk & every school type
With M2Desk adaptive education, independent learning, and cross-group working 

will become an essential part of the educational process within primary schools. 

Students within secondary schools and vocational education are actively involved 

in planning the learning activities, and will be able to absorb the curriculum  

adequately.



       

M2Desk & optimum ergonomics and comfort
It was decided that a tablet should be integrated into the tabletop, and that the mouse should be controlled by using a 

digital pen. This way of working provides a proper posture and viewing distance for the student. Working with the digital 

pen provides a continual support of the arm, and thus M2Desk contributes to the prevention and combating of RSI.  

The revolutionary, patented adjustable screen in combination with the controls used ensure the highest possible ergo-

nomic comfort. M2Desk therefore complies, as opposed to using a laptop or netbook, with the highest health and safety  

regulations. The tabletop remains flexible in workspace due to the thin and wireless keyboard, and remains fully usable, even  

if the screen is flipped open. Additionally, M2Desk generates no sound and no heat, which contributes significantly to the 

special working comfort of M2Desk.

 Working with the screen
•  Distance to the screen between 50 to 70 cm 

•  Eyes level with the top side of the screen, 

 between 0 to 10 cm

•  Angle of the screen between 70 to 80˚

•  Keyboard sticks out between 10 to 15 cm from the  

 front edge of the table

Reading the screen
•  Reading distance 30 to 40 cm

•  Angle of the screen between 45 to 60˚

 

 Writing on the screen
•  Writing surface

 at an angle of 10 to 15˚

M2Desk & the implementation in the classroom
M2Desk offers the tools and handles in the shape of professional guidance in order 

to make the M2Desk succeed as an educational product. Every teacher, lecturer 

and IT-coordinator will receive a basic information folder with the implementation  

process, technical and substantive information about M2Desk, and contact  

details. Moreover, M2Desk will provide an online environment in which teachers 

will find teaching materials and where they can share experiences. M2Desk also  

provides professional support with intensive supervision, instruction, peer-

to-peer and workshops. M2Desk has a close work relation with certified  

educational experts, educational consultants, and school support services; 

all working according to our instructional materials and information docu-

ments. Experienced teachers within primary and secondary education, 

people who know the meaning of education, will understand, as no  

other, your role as a teacher or tutor. Especially when it comes to the 

best use of the computer as an instrument of improving the quality 

of education in general, and that of your students in particular.

www.m2desk.com

M2Desk & daily use
The students will work with the computer as if it is the most natural thing in the world. They enter the 

classroom, get a battery from the recharger, put it into the M2Desk and start working immediately. 

Whether the student is reading, writing, making a test, or doing math, the screen can be placed in any 

desired way. There is even a way to situate the screen to prevent cheating. And at the end of the day, the 

students just put the battery back into the recharger. The next day, the M2Desk will be ready for use again. 

Special software ensures that the M2Desk will always boot correctly, no matter how careless they use it.

M2Desk, a unique IT-concept for any type of education

 The savings 

• Savings on energy costs 

• Saving the Environment 

• Savings on installation 

• Saving on school supplies 

• Reduction in management 

• Less use of space


